
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL GESCHICHTE 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

PROTESTANT REFORMATION (1517 to 1648) 

The Reformation, also referred to as the Protestant Reformation, was a 

schism from the Roman Catholic Church initiated by Martin Luther and 

continued by Joh!!..__Calvil_!, Hul<_irych Zwingli, and other early Protestant 

RefoE!lers in 16th-century Europe. It is usually considered to have started with 

the publication of the Nine!]J.:JE!.e Theses by Luther in 1517 and lasting until the 

end of the Thi!!Y-, Years' War with the Peace ofWes!lJhalia in 1648. 

Although there had been significant earlier attempts to reform the Roman 

Catholic Church before Luther - such as those of Jan Hus, Peter Waldo, and 

John Wycliffe - Martin Luther is widely aclmowledged to have started the 

Reformation with the Ninety-five Theses. Luther began by criticising the sale of 

indulgences, insisting that the Po~ had no authority over ~rgatory and that the 

Catholic doctrine of the merits of the saints had no foundation in the Bible. The 

Martin Luther at the Diet of Worms, where he 

refused to recant his works which were deemed 
heretical by the Roman Catholic Church 

Protestant position, however, would come to incorporate doctrinal changes such as a complete reliance on Scripture as a source of 

proper belief (sola sc!i£tura) and the belief that faith in Jesus, and not good works, is the only way to obtain God's pardon for sin (sola 

fide). The core motivation behind these changes was theological, though many other factors played a part, including the rise of 

nationalism, the W~ tern Schism that eroded faith in the Papacy, the perceived corruption of the R(!_man Curia, the impact of 

humanism, and the new learning of the Renaissance that questioned much traditional thought. 

The initial movement within Germany diversified, and other reform impulses arose independently of Luther. The spread of Gutenbe~ 

printing press provided the means for the rapid dissemination of religious materials in the vernacular. The largest groups were the 

Lutherans and Calvinists. Lutheran churches were founded mostly in Germany, the Baltics and Scandinavia, while the Reformed ones 

were founded in Switzerland, Hungary, France, the Netherlands and Scotland. The new movement influenced the Church ~En_g]and 

decisively after 1547 under Edward VI and Eliz~beth I, although the Church of England had been IEade independent under Hen VIII 

in the early 1530s. 

There were also reformation movements throughout continental Europe lmown as the Radical Reformation, which gave rise to the 

Anat,aptist, Mor~vian and other Pietis~c movements. Radical Reformers, besides forming communities outside state san_Etion, often 

employed more extreme doctrinal change, such as the rejection of the tenets of the late anti ue councils of r"icaea and Chalcedon. 

The Roman Catholic Church responded with a Counter-Reformation initiated by the Co~cil ..9f Trent. Much work in battling 

Protestantism was done by the well-organised new order of the Jesuits. In general, Northegi Europe, with the exception of most of 

Ireland, came under the influence of Protestantism. Southern Europe remained Roman Catholic, while Central EuroJ>.e was a site of a 

fierce conflict, culminating in the Thif!YYears' War, which left it devastated. 

/MARTIN LUTHER (1483-1546) 
The religious protests and teachings of 
Martin Luther, the 16th century monk, 
initiated the Protestant Reformation-the 
revolt signifying the end of the Middle Ages 
and the beginning of the New Era. Luther's 
life and controversial philosophies are de
picted in the vivid paintings and documents 
of this presentation. The famous tacking of 
the 95 Theses on the door of the Wittenberg 
Cathedral in 1517 is reproduced, as well as 
scenes of Luther's preaching, monastery 

t

life, and heresy trial. Luther's famous con
temporaries-Johann Gutenberg, Christo
pher Columbus and Erasmus von Rotter
dam-are also discussed in this informative 
series about one of the world's foremost 
religious leaders. 


